distinquish it from source and channel vocoders, and to suggest that identification of formants and In this paper we make the point that a wide other mode parameters proceeds statistically. varitty of spvctrum types admit to modal analysis
This is a paper about parametric covariance p seqluence approximation fur the purposes of model rt (p) = E Aizi , t=0,1,2,... identification and spectrum analysis.
As with all i.1 parametric methods of analysis the key idea iM to pose a detfensible model for the data, or some r_ t(p) -rt (p) important statistical descriptor such as the c'ovariance sequence, and then to identify model paramJw i eters.
Our .-ppro:;ch is to represent the covarlance sequence of a wida-sense stationary process in a t t th modal decomposition. Amplitudes, frequencies c l m wh e n and radius p ,and A i the corresponding oode wezgnt.
(formants), and damping constants then become mode i , parameters to be identified. These mode paramuters The weights and modes appear in complex conjugate may be used i vibration analysis, speech analysis, piirs.
Typically a subset of the h" are unity to model the discrete component of the spectrum, and and forecasting and control.
the rest are less titan unity to model the continuCorresponding to the modal decomposition for ous part of the spectrum. See [2] for review of the covariance sequence is a modal decomposition discrete-time spectral theory. for the underl,ing process. Exact Model-Underlying model that generated See Figure 5 for spectra of approximating modal data decomposition and approximating modified least 
t 4 t
See Figure 2 for spectrum uf approximating modal See Figure 7 for spectra of approximating modal decomposition, decumposition and approximating modified least squares fit. Sine in AR Noise: Here More examples may be found in [5] .
We have proposed an approach to covariance sequences and rational spectrum approximation that See Figure 3 for spectrum of approximating modal captures discrete spectra and ARMA spectra as spedecomposition.
clal cases. The approach is based on a modal do--composition for the covariance sequence wherein Comment: In a 1976 paper on digital filter design the modes correspond to poles. For a special clas:
[6J one of us advocated a two step procedure for of processes with modal decomposition there is a fitting long AR sequences to exact correlation sestochastic synthesis algorithm (or statistical vcquences, followed by modified least squares fitting coder) that may be used to Eenerate realizations. quene followed) by modified least squares fittg This could be a valuable algorithm for data-comof an ARKA(p~q).
The 
